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a b s t r a c t
In this work we consider the problem of continuously monitoring a collection of data sets
produced by sensors placed on mobile or static targets. Our computational model, the
dynamic sensor field model, is an extension of the static sensor field model (Àlvarez et al.
(2009) [3]) allowing for computation in the presence of mobility. The dynamicity comes
from both themobile communication devices and the data sensors. Themobility of devices
is modeled by a dynamic communication graph depending on the position of the devices.
Data mobility is due to measurements performed by sensing units that are not placed on
fixed positions but attached to mobile agents or targets. Accordingly, we introduce two
additional performance measures: the total traveled distance in a computational step and
the gathering period.
We study the Continuous Monitoring problem by providing bounds on the performance
of several protocols that differ in the use of mobility and the placement of the devices.
Our objective is to analyze formally the computational resources needed to solve the
Continuous Monitoring in a dynamic context. For doing so, we consider a particular
scenario in which communication devices and data sensors move on top of a squared
terrain discretized by amobility grid.We also consider two scenarios, the static data setting
in which sensors are placed at fixed but unknown positions and the dynamic data setting,
in which sensors are placed on dynamic targets and follow a passive mobility pattern.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The use of networks of heterogeneous tiny artifacts is becoming a key ingredient in the technological development of
our society. The study of such systems involves several and very different areas of computing. The computational system
arising from the ad hoc computation network point of view has been modeled by combining the notion of distributed data
streams [7] with classic distributed approaches to solve problems on particular topologies [9] such as the sensor field model
(SSSF) [3]. The sensor field model captures some characteristic differences of networks with sensors: it is composed by
actuator devices, which communicate among them, measure and signal the environment. The SSSF model assumes that
those devices synchronize at barriers, marking rounds, in a similar way to the BSP model [11]. During a computational
round, a device accesses the received messages and the data provided by the environment, performs some computation,
and finally sends messages to its neighbors and to the environment. The data measured from the environment is modeled
by a data stream.
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In this paper we continue the study of computational issues for networks of tiny artifacts in the presence of mobility.
We analyze two potential sources of mobility: the passive mobility of the targeted data and the active mobility of the network
devices. For the first source of mobility we assume that the set of sensors is attached tomobile agents, so the data in an input
data stream is not originated in a fixed location. For the second source we assume that the devices are able to move in order
to obtain readings from far away sensors or signal the environment at different positions. This model is different from the
asynchronous ad hoc mobility models surveyed in [4]. The present work introduces the Dynamic Sensor Fieldmodel (DSSF),
with the following fundamental features: devices are able to receive readings from any sensor in the sensing range of the
device. Moreover, devices can move at the same time that they perform local computations. Besides considering the worst
case performance on parameters such as latency,message number, ormessage length, (the ones considered for the analysis of
the SSSFmodel in [3]), this work also introduces and examines two other parameters, that have relevance due to mobility;
the traveled distance per step, which measures the maximum distance traveled by a device in a computational step, and the
gathering period, which measures the number of computational steps needed to obtain a reading from each sensor (data
stream).
The present paper analyzes the Continuous Monitoring problem in which in every period there should be a report on
the aggregate measure obtained from the reading of each sensor. In fact, this problem is a reformulation of the Average
Monitoring problem in which a set of sensors was located at fixed and known positions [3], in the dynamic scenario in
which sensors and devices might move.
We propose several protocols in the dynamic sensor field model for solving the continuous monitoring problem in
different scenarios, according to the mobility patterns of the data and the devices. In particular, we consider two scenarios:
the case in which the data is static but originated at an unknown position, the static data setting, and the case in which the
data is mobile and follows a passivemobilitymodel, the dynamic data setting. Moreover, the devices in the network are either
static or perform some random walk in the monitored terrain. Our mobility model is similar to thewalkers model introduced
in [5]. Our objective is to perform a theoretical analysis of the complexity measures as it was done in the SSSF model for
data originated at a known position. In this initial work we restrict ourselves to analyze the case in which data and devices
are restricted to move on top of a grid.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the model and the main hypothesis on mobility. In Section 3
we propose and analyze protocols for the static data setting. Section 4 is devoted to the setting with dynamic data and static
devices, and Section 5 deals with dynamic data and dynamic devices. We conclude with some open questions in Section 6.
2. The dynamic sensor field model
In the following, the notation is taken from [3] (see also [2]). A data stream d is a possibly infinite sequence of data items
d = d1d2 . . . di . . .. For any i ≥ 1, d[i] denotes the i-th element of d. For any n ≥ 1, an n-data stream d is an n-tuple of data
streams; d = (d1, . . . , dn). For any i ≥ 1, d[i] denotes the n-tuple composed by all the i-th elements of each data stream, let
d[i] = (d1[i], . . . , dn[i]). Each data stream is associated to a sensor with one reading per time step. In a SSSF the data items
in a data streamwere assumed to be produced by a sensor placed in a fixed location and attached to a communication device
in the same position. In the Dynamic Sensor Fieldmodel we consider a setW of g data streams obtained by the sensors. The
sensors either do not move or each of them moves following an independent random walk. Therefore the data items in a
data stream can be obtained at different locations at different time steps. The sensors interact with a collection N of mobile
devices that can access the measurements of nearby sensors. This fact can be modeled with the data stream accessibility
relation at time step t , Dt ⊆ N ×W . We denote by (k, α) ∈ Dt the event that sensor α can be detected by device k at time
step t . Observe that, additional information, like location of the target at the moment of the reading, could be attached to
the data items; however we will not use this feature in our results.
A communication graph is a directed graph G = (N, E), where each node k ∈ N is associated to a device and each edge
(i, j) ∈ E specifies that device i can sendmessages to device j. In aDynamic Sensor Field the communication graphmight also
change during the computation due to devicemobility. Hence, we consider a sequence of graphs {Gt}t≥0, whereGt = (N, Et)
denotes the communication graph at computational step t . In the SSSF it is assumed that the communication graph is the
same at all time steps.
We assume that at each step t , all devices might receive data from their neighbors (according to the graph Gt ) and from
the environment (nearby sensors), apply their own process changing in this way their actual configuration, possibly make
a move, and send data to their neighbors (according to the graph Gt+1) and to the environment (output data stream). We
assume that the devices can move only while they perform their local computation. Synchronization takes place after the
local computation and the movements are performed.
As defined in [3] for the static case, the stream behavior of a computation on a Dynamic Sensor Field is defined in terms of
the tuple of output data streams obtained by processing the tuple of input data streams, and we also use the term the sensor
field F computes the tuple of output data streams v = (vk)k∈N , given the tuple of input data streams u = (uk)k∈N , meaning that
v[1, t] is determined by u[1, t] for any t ≥ 1. Note that u and v have in general infinite length, but the behavior of a DSSF
is defined in terms of all the finite prefixes.
We consider the followingworst case complexitymeasures on the computation of aDSSF: Size (N): the number of devices
that take part in the computation. Time (T (n)): the maximum number of operations. Space (S(N)): the maximummemory
space used by any device. MessageLength (L(n)): the maximum number of data items sent in a message. MessageNumber
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Fig. 1. The three fundamental grids for mobility, sensing and communicating, embedded in a terrain T withm = 25, σ = 13 and n = 3.
(M(n)): the maximum number of sent messages. Distance (D(n)): the maximum distance traversed by a device. Here the
maximum is taken over all devices and steps.
An important difference between the study of computational sensing problems in the DSSF model with respect to the
SSSFmodel of [3] is the following: in the dynamic setting, the data is originated inmobile targets or the devices that have to
collect the data can alsomove. In those situations, the precondition that the network has access to all the sensors (input data)
at any time stepmight not be possible. Therefore, tomonitor continuously a wide area where the g targetsmove, we require
only to get a reading from any sensor inside a reporting period. For instance, the equivalent of the Average monitoring in [3],
is defined as follows:
Continuous monitoring: Given a set of g mobile data streams (uα)1≤α≤g for some g ≥ 1, compute m data streams
(vk)1≤k≤m such that, for some period p > 0, any 1 ≤ k ≤ m, and t > 0, vk[tp] = (u1[t1] + · · · + ug [tg ])/g for some
(t − 1)p ≤ t1, . . . , tg < tp. We call the parameter p the gathering period.
In this paper, we analyze the complexity of several protocols to solve the continuous monitoring problem, when devices
and sensors act according to the following scenario: we assume that the data of interest is accessible in a predetermined
square shaped area discretized as a grid. The devices have two associated ranges, a sensing range s and a communication
range r . A device can read data from any sensor within grid distance s and can communicate (in a bidirectional way) with
any devicewithin grid distance r . In order to simplify the analysis, we assume that three squared grids (mobility, sensing and
communicating grids) are embedded in the terrain. Themobility gridΛm is formed bym× m nodes that serve as reference
positions for the movement of the targets with attached sensors and for the movement of the computing devices.
We assume that sensors and devices stop at grid nodes labeled by coordinates (i, j), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, and they move
following paths on the grid. That is, at the beginning/end of a step all devices and sensors are at a grid point. We assume the
distance among two neighboring nodes inΛm to be of unit length. The sensing grid∆σ of size σ ×σ , where 2s is the distance
between nodes in∆σ . Note that the sensing grid is a subgrid ofΛm. Observe that by placing devices in all the nodes in∆σ ,
any sensor signal originated in a node inΛm will be detected by at least one device. Finally, we have as a subgrid of∆σ the
communicating grid Γn, with n×n nodes, where r is the distance among nodes in Γn. Γn is selected in order to guarantee that
two devices in neighboring positions can communicate. Note that σ is obtained as a function of m and s, and n as function
ofm and r . For simplicity we also assume that r is a multiple of 2s. In the case that r ≤ 2swe have that Γn is also a sensing
grid. In this case we take σ = n. Therefore, we can assume that n ≤ σ ≤ m. We use T (n, σ ,m) to denote the terrain in
such a scenario (see Fig. 1).
By placing σ 2 devices, one in each node of∆σ , we can detect in one step any signal originated in a sensor placed at any
position of Λm. Therefore, the continuous monitoring problem can be solved in gathering period 1, using an algorithm for
the average monitoring for the bidirectional grid from [3], yielding the following lemma.
Lemma 1. There is a sensor field that solves the continuousmonitoring problemon terrainT (n, σ ,m) and g sensorswithN = σ 2
devices, latency σ , gathering period 1, T (N) = L(N) = S(N) = O(g),M(N) = 2 andD(N) = 0.
In the following sections, we analyze formally several protocols solving the Continuous Monitoring problem in the
DSSF model. All these proposals contain two distinguished algorithmic parts: the gathering part that solves the problem
of obtaining a reading from any sensors and will determine the gathering period, and the averaging part that computes the
average of the measures taken during a gathering period. As we will see, the gathering part requires in general more steps
than the averaging part. Therefore the devices, just after the first gathering period finishes, run in parallel both algorithms.
When both algorithms finalize, the process is repeated with the new gathered data. The computing devices are arranged
either as a line or as a grid.
In the static data settingwe assume that the input data streams are originated at some positions in the gridΛm, and that
devices move on top of Γn. In the dynamic data setting we consider a set of g walkersW moving on the mobility grid Λm,
under the following randommobility model.
Initially g walkers,w1, . . . , wg , are sprinkled uniformly at random on them2 vertices of the grid. At each step, everywi,
not on the boundary, chooses with probability 14 one of the four possible directions andmakes a step in the chosen direction.
If wi is in the corner, it chooses with probability 12 any of the two possible directions, and if it is touching the boundary in
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Fig. 2. The snake walk on the subgrid.
one dimension only,wi chooses with probability 12 the only available direction in the dimension touching the boundary, and
with probability 14 each of the other two directions in the perpendicular dimension.
Finally, we assume that the devices have a sense of direction (up–down, left–right) and are able to detect whether they
are positioned on a border or corner of the grid. They know the number g of sensors but they do not know the number of
devices or the size of the mobility grid.
3. Continuous monitoring of static data
Our first protocol for the static data setting is designed to solve the particular case n = σ . The protocol is called Line
sweeping.
Line sweeping for a terrain T (n, n,m) and g sensors at unknown but fixed locations.
– Initially we place n devices in the bottom row of Γn. This guarantees that any sensor placed in the m/n bottom rows
ofΛm can be detected.
– Gathering phaseDevicesmove from one border of themesh to the other. During the sweep they collect all the obtained
readings in a table of size g .
– Averaging phase Devices positioned in the corners initiate a sending to the center protocol with the data gathered in
the previous sweep. Each device, after receiving a message, merges the received data with its own table. The merged
table is sent to the other neighbor. The central node is the device that receives messages from both neighbors. Notice
that there might be two central nodes when n is even. The central node computes the average (or the aggregate
measure) and broadcasts it to the corners.
Observe that in the Line sweeping sensor field we only require that the devices have some knowledge of their position
(inside/border/corner) and have a sense of direction (up/down). In particular, the number of devices in the network is not
assumed to be known by themselves, although they could count them at the expense of increasing the memory usage up to
O(log n). Furthermore, every time that the sweeping line of sensors reaches the top or the bottom row of Γn, the network
has collected at least one reading from each sensor. Thus we have that the gathering period p = n. The averaging phase
requires also n steps, each device sends at most two messages with g data. Both phases can be run together after the first
gathering period finishes. Putting all together we have the following.
Theorem 1. The sensor field Line sweeping solves the continuous monitoring problem on a terrain T (n, n,m) and g static
sensors, with n devices, latency n, gathering period n, T (n) = L(n) = S(n) = O(g),M(n) = 2 andD(n) = r.
For the case in which n < σ , devices have to move closer to the sensors to obtain readings. We use the sensing grid Γn
as a mobility grid for the devices. Finally, we assign to a node in Γn a part of the sensing grid surrounding it, its surveillance
area. This assignment is done in such a way that all pieces have the same size, and they have the property that if we place
the devices in the bottom left corner of their surveillance area they form a communicating grid. For the gathering phase the
devices follow a snakewalk covering all the nodes in the assigned subgrid, synchronously (see Fig. 2).
Our second algorithm, the Surveillance strip, is similar to the Line sweeping. The Surveillance strip sensor field arranges
the devices in the form of a sensing line, initially in the bottom-left corners of the surveillance strip. Each device receives
as surveillance area a vertical strip of the sensing grid formed by r/2s columns. Each device follows the same snake-like
walk covering the assigned strip. Once the devices reach the final point in the walk they walk backwards towards the
initial position. The averaging part is the same as in the Line sweeping. Observe that the devices have to know at least
the dimensions of the surveillance area in addition to the requirements for the Line sweeping protocol.
Theorem 2. The sensor field Surveillance strip solves the continuous monitoring problem on a terrain T (n, σ ,m) and g static
sensors, with n devices, latency n, gathering period nr/2s, T (n) = L(n) = S(n) = O(g),M(n) = 2 andD(n) = 2s.
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Our third algorithm, the Surveillance grid, reduces the gathering phase and uses a higher number of devices. The
Surveillance grid sensor field places n2 devices initially in the bottom-left corners of the surveillance area, now a squared
portion of the sensing grid with dimensions r/2s × r/2s. For the gathering phase the devices follow again a snake walk.
The averaging part is an extension of the averaging for the Line sweeping sensor field. Data is collected by the central node
in each row and in a second phase the central node in the central column gathers all the data and computes the average;
finally the average is broadcast to the devices. In the case that (r/2s)2 < n, the second gathering phase finalizes before the
first averaging phase. However, the data flow of the protocol allows for pipelining of the averaging phases without conflicts.
In such a case the devices have to increase its memory size in order to keep the data required for the following averaging
phases. The required additional memory is O(2n(2s/r)2g).
The following proposition presents the results obtained for the algorithms in the previous discussion.
Theorem 3. The sensor field Surveillance grid solves the continuous monitoring problem on a terrain T (n, σ ,m) and g static
sensors, with n2 devices, latency 2n, gathering period (r/2s)2, T (n) = L(n) = O(g), S(n) = O(2n(2s/r)2g),M(n) = 2 and
D(n) = 2s.
4. Continuous monitoring of dynamic data using static devices
We propose three different sensor fields for solving the continuous monitoring problem when the input data streams
follow the walker mobility model presented before.
For the case in which n = σ , we consider the Central line sensor field in which n devices are placed on the central line
of Γn (them/2 row) and remain there (see Fig. 3). Devices collect data until the gathering period finalizes and combine this
protocol with an averaging protocol identical to the one for the Line sweeping sensor field. The crucial part of the analysis
requires an analysis of the number of steps needed to finalize the gathering period. For doing so we consider the weakest
detection model; the case when a sensor is detected by a device if it passes through the position (i, m2 ), for some i.
For a fixed w ∈ W , let Tw be the random variable counting the number of steps it takes to detect walker w and denote
by T the random variable counting the number of steps to detect all walkers. We first prove an upper bound on E [T ].
Lemma 2. E [T ] ≤ g(m2/2− 2m+ 2).
Proof. Consider some arbitrary walker w, and without loss of generality assume w starts on a position (i, j) for some
j ≤ m2 (see Fig. 3). We analyze the walk on Λm by analyzing the following lazy random walk (with absorbing states) on
the truncated integer line with m/2 positions: denoting by pi,j the probability to go from position i to j, for |i − j| ≤ 1, set
pi,i+1 = pi,i−1 = 14 for any i = 2, . . . , m2 − 1, pi,i = 12 for any i = 2, . . . , m2 − 1, p1,2 = 12 , p1,1 = 12 , pm2 ,m2 = 1 (see Fig. 3).
Let Ui be the random variable counting the number of steps it takes to hit position m2 in this line, starting from position
i ≤ m2 . Then, for any j ≤ m2 , pj,j+1 is equal to the probability of the walker w in position (i, j) to go to (i, j + 1) for any
1 ≤ i ≤ m, and thus, in particular, E [Tw] ≤ E [U1]. We have E [U1] = 2 + E [U2], and by forward substitution we obtain
E [Ui] = 4i−2+E [Ui+1] for 2 ≤ i ≤ m2 −1, and E

Um/2
 = 0. By backward substitution, this yields E [U1] = m2/2−2m+2,
and thus E [Tw] ≤ m2/2− 2m+ 2. Now, E [T ] = E [maxi Ti] ≤ E
g
i=1 Ti
 ≤ g(m2/2− 2m+ 2). 
Now we give a lower bound, which asymptotically matches the upper bound for constant g .
Lemma 3. E [T ] ≥ (1− ( 12 )g)(3m2/8−m).
Proof. First observe that the probability to have at least one walker w initially placed at a position (i, j) with j ≤ m4 or
j ≥ 3m4 is 1− ( 12 )g . Call this event E . By symmetry, we can assume without loss of generality that j ≤ m4 is the case with at
least that probability. Consider again the same random walk on the truncated integer line [m2 ] as in the proof of the upper
bound, and denote as before by Ui the random variable counting the number of steps it takes to hit position m2 in this line,
starting from position i ≤ m2 . By the previous analysis, E

Um/4
 = m/4i=1 (4(m2 − i) − 2) = 3m2/8 − m. Now, for a walker




. Since with probability at least 1 − ( 12 )g at least one walker is




(1− ( 12 )g)(3m2/8−m). 
Using the previous results, and taking into account that the lower bound for the gathering period is bigger than the
duration of the averaging phase, we get the following result.
Theorem 4. The sensor field Central line solves the continuousmonitoring problem on a terrain T (n, n,m) and g mobile sensors,
with n devices, latency n, expected gathering period at most gm2/2, T (n) = L(n) = S(n) = O(g),M(n) = 2 and,D(n) = 0.
Next, we analyze a Central line with holes sensor field in which n fixed devices are placed on the central line of Γn such
that the distance between any two consecutive devices is exactly r , and the distance between the leftmost device and the
boundary ofΓn aswell as the distance between the rightmost device and the boundary ofΓn is exactly r2 (We assumewithout
loss of generality that n andm are chosen in such away that such a splitting is possible, and all numbers are integers. Assume
furthermore thatm/2 is an integer multiple of r/2.) Defining as before T to be the random variable counting the number of
steps to detect allw ∈ W , applying directly Theorem 1 [6], we get E [T ] ≤ gm6. Hence we have the following theorem:
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Fig. 3. The coupling with lazy random walk on the line.
Theorem 5. The sensor field Central line with holes solves the continuous monitoring problem on a terrain T (n, σ ,m) and g
mobile sensors, with n devices, latency n, expected gathering period at most gm6, T (n) = L(n) = S(n) = O(g),M(n) = 2 and
D(n) = 0.
Remark. The previous theorem can be improved to O(grm2) using the following idea, without giving details: after O(m2)
steps with positive probability a mobile sensor is such that its y-coordinate is equal to the y-coordinate of the points on
the central line of Γn. Since the distribution of the x-coordinate is close to uniform, the probability of hitting one of the
fixed devices is Θ(1/r). After additional O(m2) steps the distribution of the y-coordinate is close to uniform, and the same
argument can be repeated. Hence, Tw = O(rm2) and T = O(grm2).
For the general case n ≠ σ we first consider the Communicating grid sensor field that places a device in any node of
Γn. Again devices gather data until the gathering period finalizes and combine this protocol with the averaging protocol
used in the Surveillance grid protocol. Assuming without loss of generality that 2n dividesm− 1, the sensors are placed on
positions (m−12n + 1+ im−1n , m−12n + 1+ jm−1n ), for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1. Define byM := m−1n the maximum (grid)
distance between a sensor and its closest device. Again we assume the weakest detectionmodel: a sensorw is detected by a
device, ifw passes through the position of that device. Define Tw as the random variable counting the number of steps until
w is detected and denote by T the random variable counting the number of steps until allw ∈ W are detected. We provide
upper and lower bounds to E [T ], which are polynomial in M . First we show that the random walk takes in expectation
at most a time polynomial in M (without caring about optimality of the exponent; we remark after the proof some ideas
how to improve the exponent). Note that the simple approach applied in the case of all sensors on the central line gives an
exponential upper bound, since on all the points, which are on the same horizontal or vertical line as its closest sensor and
at distance at mostM/2 of this sensor, the probability that the distance decreases is only 14 .
Lemma 4. E [T ] ≤ 2gM20.
Proof. Consider a walker w at position (i, j), whose distance to its closest device is M i.e., M/2 in the vertical and M/2 in
the horizontal direction. In further iterations of this lemma, the distances in one or both directions might be smaller (and
different from each other), but the argument remains valid.
At every step, w moves horizontally or vertically with probability 12 . We couple the walk of w on the grid as follows: at
each step w decides whether the next move is vertical or horizontal, with probability 12 . Then, with probability
1
2 w moves
up or down (left or right), unless the distance of w to its closest device in that dimension is either 0 or M/2, in which case
the distance increases or decreases by 1. So w’s movements (up–down and right–left) are coupled by two random walks
on a line with vertex set {M/2, . . . , 0}. Let S0 be the random variable counting the number of steps to hit 0 in the vertical




 ≤ M2. By Markov’s inequality Pr S0 ≥ M10M2 ≤ 1M10 , and by the same reason, Pr SM/2 ≥ M10M2 ≤ 1M10 . Thus,
if in both directions at least M12 steps are made, with probability at least 1 − 4
M10
, in that period both random walks visit
at least once 0 andM/2. ConsiderM8 consecutive blocks of 2M12 steps. By a union bound, the event that in all these blocks
both walks always visit both ends, happens with probability at least 1− 4
M2
. Call this event F¯ .
Hence, for one block, with probability at least 1− 4
M10
there is ameeting pointwhere at the same step, both walks are at
the same position from 0. As E [S0] ≤ M2, there exists t ∈ 1, . . . , 2M2 such that the probability that after exactly t steps the
random walk is in position 0 is at least 1
M3
. Indeed, if this were not the case, E [S0] would be at least (1 − 2M )2M2, which is
greater thanM2, contradicting the previous calculations. The value of t depends on the position of the meeting, but this t is
the same for both randomwalks. Moreover, as both randomwalks are independent, the probability that after exactly t steps,




. ConsiderM8 consecutive blocks (each with 2M12 steps), which start at a meeting point,
and assume that among the 2t steps following themeeting, exactly t are horizontal and t are vertical steps. LetC to the event
that in at least one of the blocks both walks simultaneously end in position 0. Since only the steps following the meeting
point have to be taken into account, consecutive blocks are independent, and therefore, Pr

C¯
 ≤ (1− 1
M6
)M
8 ≤ e−M2 .
Using the Chernoff bound, with probability at least 1 − O(e− 13M2/3), for a walker w starting in an arbitrary position, out
of the 2t ≤ 4M2 steps, t ± 2M4/3 will be vertical and t ± 2M4/3 will be horizontal steps. Thus, with probability at least
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Ω( 1
M4/3
) exactly t out of the next 2t steps are horizontal. Again consider M8 consecutive blocks of length 2M12. Let R be
the random variable counting the number of times, where for the appropriate t , among the 2t steps after the meeting




 ≤ e−Ω(M20/3). LetD be the event that R ≥ 12M20/3. Combining the previous expressions, we obtain
E [Tw] ≤ E [Tw|(F ∧D ∧ C)]+ Pr

F¯ ∪ D¯ ∪ C¯E [Tw].
Using the facts E [Tw|(F ∧D ∧ C)] ≤ M20, and Pr

F¯ ∪ D¯ ∪ C¯ ≤ Pr F¯ + Pr D¯+ Pr C¯, we get













Remark. Since the probability that the distance decreases is 12 on most grid points, we believe that by using a cleverer
coupling with two walks on the truncated integer line this bound can be improved to O(M2). Unfortunately, we have not
been able to circumvent all technical difficulties to prove this rigorously, and hence we leave this improvement as an open
question.
Using similar ideas as in the case of the Central line sensor field, we give an easy lower bound which is quadratic inM for
the expected gathering period of the Communicating grid sensor field.
Lemma 5. E [T ] ≥ (M2/8−M/4+ 2)(1− ( 12 )g).
Proof. As in the case in which all the devices are placed on the central line, note that with probability at least (1− ( 12 )g), at
least one walker is initially placed at a position (i, j)which is at least at distance M2 from the closest sensor. Assume without
loss of generality that in this case the vertical distance is at least M4 . Call this event E . Consider the random walk on the
truncated line {M4 , . . . , 1}with the following transition probabilities: pi,i+1 = pi,i−1 = 14 , pi,i = 12 for any i = 2, . . . , M4 − 1,
p1,1 = 12 , p1,2 = 12 , pM/4,M/4 = 1. Note that the expected number of steps for a walker on a grid whose vertical distance is
at least M4 to hit its closest device is bounded from below by the expected number of steps needed to hit the position
M
4 in
this random walk starting from position 1. Thus, define by Li the random variable counting the number of steps it takes to




 = 0. These equations yield E [L1] = M2/8−M/4+ 2.
Since E [T ] ≥ E [T |E ]Pr [E ] ≥ E [L1]Pr [E ],we have E [T ] ≥ (M2/8−M/4+ 2)(1− ( 12 )g). 
By Theorem 1 in [6], for any connected graph on n vertices, the cover time is at most O(n3). Thus, applying a union bound,
we obtain E [T ] = O(min{2gM20, gm6}).
Theorem 6. The sensor field Communicating grid solves the continuous monitoring problem for g mobile sensors on a terrain





, gm6}), T (N) = L(N) =
S(N) = O(g),M(n) = 2 andD(n) = 0.
5. Continuous monitoring of dynamic data using dynamic devices
Our first protocol is a variation of the Line sweeping sensor field in which the per step traveled distance is halved, called
Slow line sweeping. In our model we assumed that a device is unable to get readings from a sensor while moving. Therefore,
by advancing r positions, some of the sensors can cross the sweeping line without being detected. However, if we reduce
the distance traveled to r/2 all the sensors are detected in a sweep of the terrain.
Theorem 7. The sensor field Slow line sweeping solves the continuous monitoring problem with g mobile sensors on a terrain
T (n, n,m) with n devices, latency 2n, gathering period 4n, T (n) = L(n) = S(n) = O(g),M(n) = 2 andD(n) = r/2.
Now we consider protocols in which the network is reduced to a single device placed initially at any node of Γn. This
device is allowed to move, and we consider two protocols: the Random device sensor field, in which the device follows a
random walk, and the Snake sweep sensor field, in which the device follows a snake path coveringΛm.
In the Random device protocol the device performs a random walk on the same grid as the sensors, independent of all
sensors, but having the same transition probabilities at any point. We suppose also that the device performs jumps to one
neighbor at discrete time steps which are one unit apart from each other, but which do not coincide with the sensors’ moves
(who also perform their jumps at different time instants). As before, the device collects data until the gathering period
finalizes, and the analysis requires an upper bound on the number of steps to finalize the gathering period. Also, we assume
that a sensor is detected by a device if there exists some time t where the position of the sensor is exactly equal to the
position of the device.
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Table 1
A summary of our results for the continuous monitoring of g sensors. In all the cases T (n) =
L(n) = S(n) = O(g) except for the Communicating grid sensor field for which S(n) =
O(n(s/r)2g).
Algorithm N Latency Gathering period M(N) D(N)
Static data setting
Line sweeping (n = σ ) n n n 2 r
Surveillance strip n n nr/2s 2 2s
Surveillance grid n2 n (r/2s)2 2 2s
Dynamic data setting with static devices
Central line (n = σ ) n n gm2/2 2 0
Central line with holes n n gm6 2 0
Communicating grid n2 2n min{2g(m−1n )20, gm6} 2 0
Dynamic data setting with dynamic devices
Slow line sweeping (n = σ ) n 2n 4n 2 r/2
Random device 1 1 gm2 0 1
Snake sweep 1 1 gm5 0 1
Theorem 8. The sensor field Random device solves the continuous monitoring problem with g mobile sensors on a terrain
T (n, σ ,m) with 1 device, latency 1, gathering period gm20, T (n) = L(n) = S(n) = O(g),M(n) = 0 andD(n) = 1.
Proof. Denote as before by Tw (T , respectively) the random variable counting the number of steps to detect a fixed walker
w ∈ W (all walkers, respectively). As before, we need to compute an upper bound on E [T ].
We show that E [T ] = O(gm20) using arguments similar to the ones of Lemma 4. Fix a walker w ∈ W , and couple
its random walk, as before, with two independent random walks of length m accounting for its position in the horizontal
(vertical, respectively) direction. Also, the device’s randomwalk is coupledwith two independent randomwalks, accounting
for its positions. Note that if in both directions both random walks are simultaneously at the same position, the walker is
detected by the device. In order to analyze the expected time for two symmetric randomwalks tomeet, consider the random
walk accounting for the difference of the two positions and observe that this is a symmetric random walk (with constant
probabilities of loops, but these only change constants). By exactly the same argument as in Lemma 4, there exists some
t ∈ 1, . . . , cm2 (for some c > 0) such that the probability that after exactly t steps the difference randomwalk is in position
0 is at leastΩ( 1
m3
). Since both directions are independent, analyzing both difference randomwalks is the same as analyzing
two different random walks, and therefore, by the analysis of Lemma 4, E [Tw] = O(m20). Taking a union bound over all g
walkers, the lemma follows. 
In the Snake sweep protocol the device performs a snakewalk onΛm. Once arrived at the last point of the grid, the device
performs the same sweep backwards, and so on. As in the random case, the device performs jumps (at time instants which
do not coincide with any of the sensors’ jumping times and are at time distance one apart), and whenever at some point a
sensor and the device are at the same position, the sensor is detected by the device.
Theorem 9. The sensor field Snake sweep solves the continuous monitoring problem with g mobile sensors on a terrain
T (n, σ ,m) with 1 device, latency 1, gathering period O(gm5), T (n) = L(n) = S(n) = O(g),M(n) = 0 andD(n) = 1.
Proof. Denoting as before by T the random variable counting the number of steps to detect all walkers, we will show that
E [T ] = O(gm5).
Observe that in timem2 the device visits all points on the grid. It is well known that the cover time of a random walk on
any connected graph onm vertices is O(m3). Hence, after timeΘ(m5) all grid points are visited by the deviceΩ(m3) times.
Note that the distribution of the sensors remains uniform at any point, and each sensor performs a random walk between
two consecutive visits of a particular position of the device (to avoid parity problems issue we can, if necessary, assume that
the device waits a randomly chosen time t ∈ {0, 1} at the end of the sweep and then continues). Thus, independently from
the starting position, since the cover time is O(m3), in time Θ(m5) each sensor passes through any point at least Ω(m3)
times, and it is detected by the device. Taking a union bound over all g walkers, the lemma follows. 
6. Conclusion and open problems
We have introduced the dynamic sensor field model and have shown that the model allows for a theoretical analysis of
the complexity of different protocols for the continuousmonitoring problem. An overview of the bounds of the fundamental
complexity measures for the protocols analyzed in this paper is given in Table 1.
The gathering period is an important parameter in the analysis of protocols that solve the continuousmonitoring problem
and it is the key difficulty in our analysis. In the protocols that use a randomizedmobility pattern in order to obtain an upper
bound on the gathering period, we analyze another relevant parameter: the number of steps for a device to detect a target.
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We remark that bounds for the covering time of networks could be used to obtain bounds for the times it takesmobile agents
to hit fixed positions in a graph [1,10], but we point out that in some cases the proofs in the present work, that use a coupling
argument of randomwalks on the truncated integer line, yield better bounds for our specific problems. Nevertheless, in some
cases, there is a gap between the lower and upper bounds. In particular, we think that the exponent 20 in Lemma 4 can be
reduced to 2. In Lemma 5 the lower bound has orderM2 for the expected gathering period, and hence both exponents would
be asymptotically matched.
There remain a bunch of open questions on the performance of protocols for the continuous monitoring problem. Our
results hold only for mobility graphs with a highly regular pattern; as a next step we aim to analyze protocols for general
mobility graphs, starting for example with the particular case in which the mobility graph is a grid with holes.
The protocols proposed in this paper have been inspired by classic algorithms for synchronous network topologies [9].
Wewould like to know if other algorithmic approaches can also be adapted and analyzed theoretically in the dynamic sensor
field model. Of particular interest are protocols in which there are no additional devices, and the meetings among targets
are used for exchanging the collected data. This approach was used in the ZebraNet project1 [8]; however no theoretical
analysis was provided.
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